Current updates on HIV-related pulmonary disease in children: What do radiologists and clinicians need to know?

Despite substantial advances in diagnosis and treatment, pulmonary human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection continues to be a major cause of morbidity and mortality in infants and children particularly those who live in developing countries. This article provides an up-to-date review on underlying etiology, often characteristic imaging findings and current management of pulmonary HIV infection in infants and children. Increased understanding of clinical and unique imaging findings of pulmonary HIV infection has a great potential for early and accurate diagnosis which, in turn, can eventually improve pediatric patient care.

Introduction

Despite substantial advances in diagnosis and treatment, pulmonary human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection continues to be a major cause of morbidity and mortality in infants and children particularly those who live in developing countries. This article provides an up-to-date review on etiology, imaging findings and management of pulmonary HIV infection in infants and children. Increased understanding of clinical and imaging findings of pulmonary HIV infection has a great potential for early and accurate diagnosis which, in turn, can eventually improve pediatric patient care.

Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) pulmonary infection

Etiology

The Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) 2013 global report identifies 2.9 million children infected with HIV living in sub-Saharan Africa, which is the highest incidence in the world. The hallmark of HIV infection is the progressive depletion of CD4+ T lymphocytes as a result of reduced production and increased destruction. Within the lung, direct infection of pulmonary macrophages and lymphocytes plays an important role in the pathogenesis of pulmonary disease as does an increase in immune activation. In addition to T cell destruction and impaired cell-mediated immune response, HIV infection is also associated with defects in humoral (B cell) immunity leading to an impaired ability to generate antigen specific response. HIV leads to progressive immunodeficiency, opportunistic infection, AIDS related malignancy and ultimately death. The prognosis of children infected with HIV has improved since the advent of highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) with the emerging problem of chronic lung disease.

Clinical presentation

The HIV epidemic has resulted in an increase in childhood respiratory disease related morbidity and mortality. This is particularly evident in Africa where it is compounded by poorly implemented preventative strategies and limited access to Highly Active Antiretroviral Therapy (HAART). Six major respiratory disorders related to HIV infection in the pediatric patient population include: (1) pneumonia; (2) tuberculosis (TB); (3) lymphocytic interstitial pneumonia (LIP); (4) Immune Reconstitution Inflammatory Syndrome (IRIS); (5) malignancy; and (6) chronic lung disease, which are discussed in the following section.

Pneumonia remains the most common cause of hospital admission in African children infected with HIV. Pneumocystis jirovecii (PCP) pneumonia remains a frequent underlying infectious cause in infants infected with HIV. These affected infants typically present with mild to severe acute respiratory distress and hypoxia. Superimposed infection with Cytomegalovirus
(CMV) in HIV infected infants with PCP pneumonia is common and results in more rapid progression of underlying HIV disease. The common respiratory viruses of childhood (respiratory syncytial virus, influenza, parainfluenza and adenovirus) are more common in older children with HIV and are more likely to be complicated by bacterial pneumonia.

Outside of infancy, Streptococcus pneumoniae is the most common cause of bacterial infection and may be recurrent in pediatric patients with HIV infection. Other frequent pathogens include Hemophilus influenzae, Staphylococcus aureus (including methicillin resistant strains), Klebsiella pneumoniae, Salmonella spp. and Eschericia coli. Factors complicating treatment of bacterial infection include reduced efficacy of vaccines and reduced antibiotic susceptibility in children infected with HIV.

In areas with a high incidence of tuberculosis such as Africa, Mycobacterium tuberculosis (TB) is an important cause of acute and chronic respiratory infection in HIV- infected children. They have an increased risk of developing complicated or disseminated disease. Standard TB therapy is less efficacious with lower cure rates and higher mortality. Co-infection with TB and HIV results in more rapid deterioration in immune function, viral replication and eventually HIV progression. Other fungal infection such as chronic oropharyngeal, laryngeal infection is also common and may result in dysmotility, gastro-oesophageal reflux disease and/or aspiration and present with respiratory symptoms.

Lymphocytic interstitial pneumonia (LIP) can still occur in HIV-infected children who have limited access to HAART (30%–40%). Co-infection with Epstein Barr virus and HIV is thought to cause a lymphoproliferative response in multiple organs including the lungs. Affected children typically present with cough, tachypnea, and mild hypoxia. Eventually, chronic lung disease may eventually develop in this pediatric patient population.

With the improved access to HAART, the recovery of the immune system may manifest as Immune Reconstitution Inflammatory Syndrome (IRIS). This presents as either deterioration of a known infection as a result of a florid immune response or as an unmasking of a previously undiagnosed subclinical infection. In Africa, pulmonary IRIS is seen most commonly with mycobacterial infection such as TB. However, clinical diagnosis of pulmonary IRIS must be accompanied by (1) evidence of immune restoration such as a rise in the CD4+ count; (2) documented fall in viral load and (3) exclusion of alternative explanations of patient’s symptoms such as drug resistance, non-compliance or new infection. IRIS is more common in pediatric patients with severe immunosuppression at the time of commencing HAART.

Children with HIV also have an increased risk of malignancy most commonly Non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma. It can occur primarily in the lungs or as a result of dissemination from a distant primary focus. Kaposi’s sarcoma is a common AIDS-defining malignancy. Affected pediatric patients often present with progressively worsening dyspnea, cough, and fever.

With improved survival of HIV infected children, HIV-associated chronic lung disease has become increasingly more prevalent especially older children with lower CD4 counts and high viral loads. These children often present with chronic cough and clinical features of bronchiectasis. The cause may be multifactorial and includes chronic infections such as TB, recurrent bacterial or severe viral or fungal infection. LIP, IRIS and chronic aspiration are also associated with long term sequelae.

**Imaging findings**

In infants with PCP and/or CMV, the radiograph usually demonstrates varying degrees of ground glass opacification that may be symmetrical or asymmetrical (Figure 1). Short term complication such as air-leaks or long term complication such as cystic lung change (e.g., pneumatocele formation) (Figure 2) may also subsequently develop.

Imaging findings of bacterial lung infections from *S. pneumonia* and *S. aureus* are similar in both children infected with HIV and immunocompetent children. They are characterised by diffuse patchy airspace disease in bronchopneumonia and confluent airspace disease with air-bronchograms in lobar pneumonia. However, these bacterial lung infections are often more severe in children infected with HIV and result in complications such as lung abscess and empyema (Figure 3). TB is commonly encountered in children infected with HIV. On chest radiographs, TB infection typically presents with lung parenchymal disease characterised by either ‘tree-in-bud’ pattern small nodular opacities or consolidation (Figure 4). Mediastinal and hilar lymphadenopathy is also typically present. In comparison to immunocompetent children with TB infection, extensive lung disease with cavitation occurs more frequently in HIV-infected children (Figure 5). Although CT is associated with potentially harmful radiation exposure, CT

**FIGURE 1:** Infant boy with HIV infection who presented with respiratory distress and hypoxemia. Frontal chest radiograph shows diffuse bilateral ground glass opacification from PCP and CMV co-infection.
FIGURE 2: Infant girl with HIV infection and chronic PCP pneumonia. Frontal chest radiograph shows cystic changes in both lungs as a long term complication.

FIGURE 3: Young boy with HIV infection and *S. pneumonia* bacterial infection. (a) Frontal chest radiograph shows extensive consolidation and effusion in the right hemithorax. (b) Ultrasound image of the right hemithorax demonstrates underlying consolidation and complex effusion with pleural thickening suggesting empyema.

FIGURE 4: Young girl with HIV infection and TB infection. Frontal chest radiograph shows right upper lobe consolidation.

FIGURE 5: 1-year-old boy with HIV infection, severe immunosuppression and recent diagnosis of TB. (a) Frontal chest radiograph obtained while receiving HAART, shows right paratracheal and hilar adenopathy as well as diffuse small nodular opacities in both lungs. (b) Frontal chest radiograph obtained 3 weeks later demonstrates worsening mediastinal adenopathy and nodular lung opacities as well as interval development of bilateral pleural effusions despite viral suppression and improved CD4 count. Typical imaging feature of TB IRIS in children with HIV infection.
can better detect and characterise thoracic infections from TB. Enlarged mediastinal and hilar lymph nodes demonstrating central low attenuation and peripheral contrast enhancement should suggest TB infection in children with HIV infection especially when lung parenchymal disease is concomitantly present.\textsuperscript{16,17} With concerns about radiation exposure from CT imaging, alternative imaging modalities which are not associated with radiation exposure such as ultrasound and MRI are currently gaining favor particularly in the pediatric population.

LIP most commonly causes diffuse often symmetrical reticulo-nodular pattern opacities on chest radiographs and CT (Figure 6).\textsuperscript{5,10,14} The nodules may coalesce to produce areas of confluent airspace opacification (Figure 7).\textsuperscript{11} Peribronchial thickening alone or cysts and bronchiectasis in long-standing disease may also occur.\textsuperscript{11,19} Although lymphadenopathy may present in pediatric patients with LIP, it rarely causes tracheobronchial compression which can be often seen in the setting of TB infection.\textsuperscript{19} It is often difficult to distinguish between LIP and miliary TB on imaging alone. Parotid enlargement as a result of lymphoepithelial cysts, hepatosplenomegaly and digital clubbing are more common in LIP. On HRCT, which may improve the diagnostic accuracy, characteristic perilymphatic and subpleural nodules are often present in pediatric patients with LIP.\textsuperscript{15}

Pediatric patients with HIV may also present with rare pulmonary Kaposi sarcoma, which is characterised by the perihilar airspace and reticular opacification predominately involving the lower lung zone in addition to hilar lymphadenopathy and often large pleural effusion (Figure 8).\textsuperscript{10}

With improved survival of pediatric patients with HIV, chronic lung changes are now commonly seen in this pediatric patient population. On chest radiographs, increased bronchovascular markings, reticular and/or nodular pattern opacifications, cavities, cysts and bronchiectasis may present.\textsuperscript{20,21} CT is beneficial for characterising these chronic changes as well as guiding surgical planning such as lobectomy for focal, severe, and non-reversible bronchiectasis (Figure 9).

**Management**

Currently, universal access to HAART using World Health Organisation guidelines has dramatically improved outcomes of children infected with HIV. Medical management currently focuses on preventing mother-to-child transmission,
screening pregnant women for HIV status, and using antiretroviral therapy during pregnancy and breast feeding period in affected mothers. It has been proven that the early diagnosis of HIV-infected infants and timely treatment with trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole PCP prophylaxis are effective interventions. Unfortunately, the emerging problem of chronic lung disease can lead to severe disability in this vulnerable population.5,21
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